
The Supreme Discovery

IF WE want to progress integrally, we must build within our
conscious being a strong and pure mental synthesis which can
serve us as a protection against temptations from outside, as

a landmark to prevent us from going astray, as a beacon to light
our way across the moving ocean of life.

Each individual should build up this mental synthesis ac-
cording to his own tendencies and affinities and aspirations. But
if we want it to be truly living and luminous, it must be centred
on the idea that is the intellectual representation symbolising
That which is at the centre of our being, That which is our life
and our light.

This idea, expressed in sublime words, has been taught in
various forms by all the great Instructors in all lands and all
ages.

The Self of each one and the great universal Self are one.
Since all that is exists from all eternity in its essence and principle,
why make a distinction between the being and its origin, between
ourselves and what we place at the beginning?

The ancient traditions rightly said:
“Our origin and ourselves, our God and ourselves are one.”
And this oneness should not be understood merely as a

more or less close and intimate relationship of union, but as a
true identity.

Thus, when a man who seeks the Divine attempts to reas-
cend by degrees towards the inaccessible, he forgets that all
his knowledge and all his intuition cannot take him one step
forward in this infinite; neither does he know that what he wants
to attain, what he believes to be so far from him, is within him.

For how could he know anything of the origin until he
becomes conscious of this origin in himself?

It is by understanding himself, by learning to know himself,
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